Predictive feedback control and Fitts' law.
Fitts' law is a well established empirical formula, known for encapsulating the "speed-accuracy trade-off". For discrete, manual movements from a starting location to a target, Fitts' law relates movement duration to the distance moved and target size. The widespread empirical success of the formula is suggestive of underlying principles of human movement control. There have been previous attempts to relate Fitts' law to engineering-type control hypotheses and it has been shown that the law is exactly consistent with the closed-loop step-response of a time-delayed, first-order system. Assuming only the operation of closed-loop feedback, either continuous or intermittent, this paper asks whether such feedback should be predictive or not predictive to be consistent with Fitts law. Since Fitts' law is equivalent to a time delay separated from a first-order system, known control theory implies that the controller must be predictive. A predictive controller moves the time-delay outside the feedback loop such that the closed-loop response can be separated into a time delay and rational function whereas a non- predictive controller retains a state delay within feedback loop which is not consistent with Fitts' law. Using sufficient parameters, a high-order non-predictive controller could approximately reproduce Fitts' law. However, such high-order, "non-parametric" controllers are essentially empirical in nature, without physical meaning, and therefore are conceptually inferior to the predictive controller. It is a new insight that using closed-loop feedback, prediction is required to physically explain Fitts' law. The implication is that prediction is an inherent part of the "speed-accuracy trade-off".